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From all these comments we can.

Find out which of the topics, you already have a fairly good background on which will enable you to have a
relative edge. Has lessened the amount of physical exercises there by increasing several ailments and posture
diseases. Once imagine your day without out science it will be horrible. I have a one Dog and Buffalo both
color is black I watched one advertisement now new fair and Handsome come in get fairness in 7 Days. That
is why peace lovers blame science as a curse. The ozone layer Depletion day by day and who will be
responsible for that science Bhopal trai is also cause of science. Science was meant to be a good servant but
has now turned out to be a bad master. Wright brothers invented flight. It is said that science is a good servant
but a bad master. There is also another side of the coin. Sir Alfred Nobel experimented with dynamite to clear
huge mountains to turn it into productive land. Man of the past lived a subdued life, while the man of today is
the real lord of the world. The forecasting has saved precious lives which were lost in shipwrecks or
air-crashes. Man is a logical being. Wow, awesome quality of educational content and personal experiences.
Science is boon as well as bane. Y did earthquake is there a huge arg more than 8 foot waves Tsunami Y is it
thr? In short we totally depend upon these things. He enjoys such a commanding position only because of
science. These days there is a cure or atleast a prevention for almost every diseases. NASA and the executive
and legislative branches of government. Envisioning is a central component of the third approach to the future
-- "creating" it. It has also brought us away from religion. Science is neither a boon nor bane. Technology is
supporting human so much that now a person can work from his home. Guns, revolvers, tanks and fighter
planes, explosives, nuclear bombs etc. Many things which did nt imagine all achieved through Science. It is at
work in the field of medicine and surgery, transportation and communication, industry and commerce as well
as in agriculture and education. Not only in times of war but in times of peace also man lives in the midst of
disease. At the same time, science has posed certain threats to the existence of the whole world. A scientist
cannot accept the principles, usually because; they were accepted by others formerly. But a reckless driver is
capable of using it as a weapon of destruction. Science as Curse: 1. Yet the problem is whether science is a
boon or bane to society. Science has given a completely new look to the world. Like that science hav some
destroying power. Good morning to everyone today I Anoohya is here to tell you about the given topic science
is a boon or bane. Take the examples of weather forecasting. Brexit, referendum, populism, globalisation,
Europe. Of course not. It has given us new medicines to fight diseases. One can compare the advancement of
the nation to that of civilization. Science nurtures intelligence but leaves the will and emotions uncared for.
Science is truth, truth is beauty and beauty is god.


